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Abstract
Improvements in the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) Industry,
regarding building quality and process management strategies, are critical for economic,
environmental, and social values. It’s vital to design and construct energy efficient buildings
with improved indoor environmental quality for reduction in energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions, and provide comfortable indoor environments to building occupants. Although the
green building industry is improving steadily, major challenges still exist against the production
of such buildings that are called high performance green. These include: lack of standards in new
green technologies, high upfront building costs, and most importantly fragmented design
practices in complex green project delivery process. An increasing potential lays in early
interaction and integration of project team members in delivery process, to improve building
performance. The delivery process for high performance green buildings, is especially important
due to the increased number of design consultants and specialty contractors that must interact
during design and construction.
It is generally accepted that the performance of a project can be enhanced with a competent team
that can integrate early and is aligned with the right contract conditions. Efforts during earlier
phases of the delivery process are crucial in achieving sustainable, high performance project
goals, while maintaining strict control of cost and schedule. Approximately 90% of performancerelated decisions are made during planning, schematic design, design development and
procurement phases. Even though early interaction and integration in delivery process is
considered as a key to achieve high performance green building performance goals, such a
process is rarely established. There is a need for design integration to be rigorously defined and
guidelines to establish integrated delivery processes based on specific and cumulative
performance outcomes. The goal of this study is provide rigorously weighted in-process metrics
to track the level of green, cost, and schedule performance during the high performance green
building delivery.
This research aimed to use quantitative methods to select statistically correlated integration
variables based on level of green, cost, and schedule performance of the project. The sample set
included 51 green building projects compiled from two previous research projects with similar
iii

data collection infrastructure. Owners, architects, and contractors of every project were involved
in the data collection process. The distribution of delivery methods (i.e., construction
management at risk, design-build, and design-bid-build) and LEEDTM certification levels (i.e.,
from certified to platinum) were checked before data analysis to eliminate sampling bias. Cost
and schedule growth variables were also checked for normal distribution.
Most integrative delivery processes have common attributes to increase the information flow
through the design. Based on previous research, this study categorized these in-process metrics
under owner commitment, design process attributes, project team characteristics, delivery
method selection, procurement, and contract conditions. In-process metrics were tracked
quantitatively against project success measures (i.e., level of green, cost, and schedule) to
determine the significant variables to establish integration in high performance green building
project delivery. This study, filtered the data through exploratory data analysis based on the
findings of previous research; approached design integration differently than previous studies;
developed rigorously measured lists of in-process metrics which are statistically correlated with
the project delivery performance outcomes; and showed that integration consists of various
metrics based on different performance outcomes.
The study yields to statistically significant corresponding weightings from 18 to 20 in-process
metrics to predict project performance in each category. According to this evaluation, the most
important delivery factors are choosing design-build delivery, setting an owner-initiated vision
statement that includes sustainable goals, having all relevant parties in design charrettes, running
energy and lighting simulations starting from conceptual phase and not later than schematics
phase, owner’s capabilities on scope definition and decision making, selecting a contractor from
a restrained pool, and contractor’s involvement on design development stage or earlier. These
decisions are common factors that were found to impact all performance outcomes. Extracting
these in-process metrics will highlight the important decisions and specific strategies need to be
taken (e.g., who will be involved, when and how the involvement will occur) during the high
performance green building delivery. Focusing on these indicators will shed more light into the
integrative delivery process and decrease uncertainties of decision making process.
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Lighting Simulation: It shows whether the lighting simulation is done during a specific
phase of the delivery process.
Quantitative Tools: It shows whether any measures (i.e. simulations results, LEED TM,
or/and BTU/ft2) are used for tracking the delivery process to achieve green goals.
Architect’s Qualification Based Selection: It shows whether the architect is chosen by
qualifications as a procurement method.
Owner’s Vision Statement: It shows whether the green goals are set and required by
owner at project initiation.
Mechanical/ Electrical Contract Held by Owner: It shows that the mechanical and
electrical contact is held by owner.
LEED Contract Held by Owner: It shows that the LEED AP or green design coordinator
contact is held by owner.
Energy Simulations: It shows whether the energy simulation is done during a specific
phase of the delivery process.
Contractors Early Involvement in Design: It shows whether any feedback is given before
the construction documents completed.
Design/Build: It shows whether Design/Build delivery method is chosen for the project.
Green Lead Coordinator: It shows whether there is a lead green building delivery
coordinator in the process.
Min 3 Collaboration Session: It shows whether the team holds three collaboration
sessions or design charrettes before construction documentation starts.
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All-Party Participation in Design Charrette: It shows who (i.e. owner, architect,
contractor, mechanical, electrical, civil engineers, and green design coordinator) is needed during
the design charrette.
Introducing Green Idea: It indicates that the initiation of cooperating green building
objectives into design at a specific phase.
Owner's experience with Similar Facility, Delivery Method, and High Performance
Green: It indicates experience level of the owner on similar type of facility, same type of
delivery method, and high performance green building delivery process, measured by a likert
scale one to five.
Schedule Control: It indicates the control percentage of schedule related to growth ratio.
Owner's Decision Making/ Scope Definition Capability: It shows the owner competencies
to take educated decisions through the process.
Contractor's Restrained Pool Selection: It shows whether there is an attempt to restrict
the pool of contractors.
Contracting with Contractor at Conceptual: It shows the phase when the contractor is
contracted.
Contractor's Experience with High Performance Green: It indicates experience level of
the contractor on high performance green building delivery, measured by a likert scale one to
five.
Team Communication: It shows the communication level rated by team members with a
likert scale one to five.
Sub-Contractor Education: It shows whether the contractor provided an education to
subcontractors before construction starts.
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Introduction

1.1 Background

Predicting the performance of high performance green buildings (HPGB) is of interest to
both academics and practitioners. It is generally accepted that the performance of the project can
be enhanced with a competent team that can integrate early and is aligned with right contract
conditions. Project delivery methods have elevated importance on HPGB due to increased
number of design consultants and specialty contractors that must interact during the design and
construction of the phases. The integrative design process is becoming more extensive and
important for the delivery process than the traditional practice. Delivery methods promoting the
integrative design can facilitate interaction and increased involvement of team members early in
the project process are considered to be favorable to HPGB. However, accurate answers for the
critical questions “who, when, and how?” have not been answered for the integrative design
process. In light of these questions, we define several indicators of integration based on the data
obtained from 51 projects. We determine the relative influence of these indicators on project
performance (level of green, cost growth and schedule growth) by comparing the calculated
weights by correlation matrices.
It is generally accepted that the performance of a project can be enhanced with a competent team
that can integrate early and is aligned with the right contract conditions. Efforts during earlier
phases of the delivery process are crucial in achieving sustainable, high performance project
goals, while maintaining strict control of cost and schedule. Approximately 90% of performancerelated decisions are made during planning, schematic design, design development and
procurement phases. Even though early interaction and integration in delivery process is
considered as a key to achieve high performance green building performance goals, such a
process is rarely established. There is a need for design integration to be rigorously defined and
guidelines to establish integrated delivery processes based on specific and cumulative
performance outcomes. The goal of this study is provide rigorously weighted in-process metrics
to track the level of green, cost, and schedule performance during the high performance green
building delivery.
1

1.1.1 Integrative Design Process

The project delivery process is continuously evolving, with occasional revolutions. The
latest revolution, integration, is seen as a prominent key to solve contradicting situations in AEC
industry. The lack of integration notion has been felt for years, and Alvar Aalto –known as “the
father of modernism”– voiced this need as “Nothing is as dangerous in architecture as dealing
with separated problems. If we split life into separated problems we split the possibilities to
make good building art” in mid 20th century. The solution as a delivery method was officially
recognized by American Institute of Architects (AIA) with this definition: “Integrated Project
Delivery (IPD) is a project delivery approach that integrates people, systems, business structures
and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights of all
participants to optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste, and maximize
efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication, and construction” in 2007.
This research is going to focus on the actual design phase, i.e. the execution of process
and product based decisions, specifically for High Performance Green Buildings. Different from
traditional design process, the actual design phase starts earlier and takes longer in the process,
requires multidisciplinary team, and highly defined responsibilities. The details of these
characteristics will be discussed in the Literature Review chapter. The first step of this research
is tracking process indicators from the literature and applied surveys.

1.1.2 Process Evaluation Tool for High performance Green Buildings

With the change of buildings as a product, a new delivery process is needed to achieve
the high performance green targets. Although there are commonly used building performance
rating systems, there is not a commonly accepted measurement tool to rate the delivery process.
Due to the fact that every building and its delivery is a unique process, an interactive survey tool
is the most commonly used method in evaluating the process in existing literature (see Literature
Review chapter for details). This work will follow on the footsteps of research conducted by
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Korkmaz (2007) and Pankow Foundation (2009), among the most recent and widest-scope
projects in literature.
There are several process indicators in regards to project delivery process for High
Performance Green Buildings. However, some indicators are not as influential as otherson
project performance. Thus, our next step is to categorize extracted indicators as integrative
design process metrics and assign weights based on their impact on performance such as level of
green, cost and schedule control. Lastly, we will design an interactive survey for prediction of
integrative design process metrics’ impact on project performance.

1.2 Problem Statement

While academia is looking for a reliable data collection and analysis tool to evaluate the
integrative design process, practitioners need integrative design process metrics for a predictable
delivery. Main problems are the lack of integration metric definitions and a tool for integrative
design process data collection. There are various process indicators as independent variables
without a quantitative description of a holistic measurement. Additionally, some surveys consist
of desensitized indicators that produce inconsistent results such as high and low integrated
processes having same survey results; same outputs. We should not ignore that some inputs have
more impact than others on output. Furthermore, asking right questions to the right people is
critical while collecting the data through the survey: Otherwise, we can get different answers
from the project participants for a specific issue resulting in data corruption. Another issue has
been observed in a study is that absence of the appropriate response option in the survey might
lead to collecting valid data (Swarup et al, 2010).

From the data analysis perspective, uneven response evaluations, different background
evaluations, and clarity of terminology are crucial for a successful survey. Taking the average of
collected data and relation degree evaluation are two major methods to evaluate the responses of
a project’s participants. These are not standardized methods but different discipline backgrounds
are leading to evaluate from different points of view. From these reasons, we need a valid and
reliable data collection and analysis to guide integrative design processes of high performance
green buildings.
3

1.3 Description of the Research

In our framework, the survey protocol defines a data collection and analysis procedure in
which the impact of integration indicators on project performance such as level of green,
schedule growth, and cost growth will be measured. The degree of integration (DOI) will be
defined in the scope of performance evaluation indicators (Figure 1).

Degree of Integration
DOI
green

Metric 1

Metric 2

DOI
cost

…
DOI
schedule

Metric N
Kgreen1-N
Kcost1-N
Kschedule1-N

Figure 1: DOI definition over the performance indicators.

1.3.1 Research Questions

The proposed research will be conducted through following questions:


What is the definition of integration in design process for High Performance Green
Buildings (HPGB)? (What are the effects of process indicators, statistically, on
integration?) What is the importance of these indicators relative to each other? Is it
possible to measure the integration?



If it is measurable, what is the way of measuring integration in design process to
collect reliable data on HPGB?

4

1.3.2 Research Goal

The ultimate goal of this research is to provide a list of measureable process indicators
that is significant on integrated project performance regarding level of green, cost control and
schedule control for High Performance Green Buildings. To achieve this goal, categorized
weighted list of process metrics will be defined and a methodology is being proposed.
1.3.3 Objectives

The research will be achieved through the following objectives.
1. Develop reliable lists of metrics that define the level of integration in the framework
2. Provide the weightings of process indicators based on project performance priorities
(Cost growth/ Schedule growth/ Level of Green).
3. Rigorously measured the correlation of in-process indicators and project performance.
1.3.4 Deliverables

The deliverables of the research that provide a foundation for future research for the integrative
design process of High Performance Green Buildings. These are:
1. Categorized and weighted list DOI metrics over a specific performance as level of green, cost,
and schedule.
2. A verified list of guidelines/ critical decisions to be able evaluate the integrative design process of
HPG buildings.

1.4 Reader’s Guide

Chapter one is an introduction to the research problem and provides an overview of the intended
research. Chapter two provides a literature review of the relevant corresponding literature that was
conducted, followed by chapter three describes the research methodology.

5

2

Literature Review
The following literature includes an overview of the integrative design process regarding

high performance green buildings and evaluation of both product and process based metrics
.Included in the literature review is also a summary of related publications pertaining to high
performance green building focus, integrative design attributes, project delivery process
evaluations, and building performance outcomes with measurement approaches. The information
used within this literature review came from journal publications, internet resources, books and
documentation from the case studies. The literature will be updated throughout the duration of
the research to ensure it remains up to date.

2.1 High Performance Green Buildings

Improvements in Architecture, Engineering and Construction Industry in terms of building
quality and delivery process indicators are critical for economic, environmental, and social
values. Buildings in the United States of America are responsible for 72% of electricity
consumption, 39% of energy use, and 38% of primary greenhouse gas emissions (USGBC,
2009).The reduction in these rates is vital for green construction in order to sustain world’s
resources and quality of life for human beings, as well as the entire earth’s inhabitants. The
parameters of world’s resources are land, material, and water; while air quality and waste are the
measurements of quality of life. Further research is needed to improve the current level of
economic, environmental and social sustainability. The foundations of green buildings have
been set forth in the 1990s by the definition of the Triple Bottom Line with economic,
environmental and social dimensions of sustainability (Figure 2). As public awareness of
sustainability increases, it is expected that the value of green building construction will reach $60
billion in US by 2010 (MCH, 2008). Federal policies support the upgrade of the built
environment quality by using sustainable, high performance building practices both in
renovations and new constructions. Commercial buildings form a significant portion of resource
usage, considerable economic and environmental profit can be achieved by investigating the
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delivery process of commercial buildings. In particular, further research into project delivery
indicators as process metrics could improve the quality of commercial green buildings.

Environmental

Bearable

Viable

Sustainable
Social

Economic

Equitable
Figure 2: A scheme of interaction of the 3 values of sustainability, Triple Bottom Line (Adams, 2006)

2.1.1 Energy Conservation and Indoor Air Quality

Although the green building industry is improving steadily, major challenges –such as
the lack of standards in new green technologies, high upfront building costs and low level of
green building construction– still exist. As the collaboration of federal, state, and local
governments rebuilds and re-energizes the economy through the economic recovery package, the
U.S. Green Building Council is focused on supporting the implementation of the federal
investment in green and energy-efficient buildings. Building industry makes up 14.7% of U.S.
GDP and uses 39% of U.S.’s energy. Greening the existing buildings would result in an
estimated savings of $160 billion in energy costs (USGBC, 2009). High Performance Green
Buildings, with their energy efficiency and healthy environment, help realize this profit.
ASHRAE defines green buildings as buildings that minimize the impact on natural
surroundings, materials, resources, processes present in nature (ASHRAE, 2003). Thus; green
concept is directing the issue to more environmental and social values. Previous research has
demonstrated that High Performance Buildings concentrate on reducing energy consumption
7

significantly through the utilization of high efficiency HVAC, lighting, and envelope systems
(Korkmaz, 2008). High Performance Green Buildings are at the intersection of these two
building types (Figure 3), focusing on indoor environmental quality and energy consumption and
have the advantages of both Green and High Performance Buildings (Horman,2006). These
issues are particularly important in commercial facilities due to the direct effects of air quality
and comfort levels on productivity and wellness of building occupants. Commercial facilities
have been commonly chosen to extract inclusive characteristics of delivery processes to provide
generalized metrics for other building types such as healthcare, education, and residential
facilities. In this study, we concentrate on High Performance Green Buildings with their
improved features of energy performance and indoor air quality.

Green Buildings

High Performance
Buildings

Buildings

Figure 3: High-performance green building definition (Horman et al., 2006)

2.1.2 High Performance Green Building Outcomes

Diminishing natural energy and material resources have made people think of sustainable
concepts and practices. In an effort to mitigate the negative impact of resource consumption, the
construction industry has to deal with the lion’s share of the environmental and social
responsibilities, but it has a lot to gain from economic benefits in the long term. Applying green
practices is important because buildings consume 39% of all energy and 72% of all electricity
and people are spending 90% of their time indoors in the United States. Given that up to 99%
reduction in operational and personnel cost is feasible in commercial buildings (DOE, 2003), it is
no surprise that high performance green buildings are becoming more widely adopted to meet the
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commercial built facility needs with efficient energy usage and increased air quality (Korkmaz,
2008).
Two major perceived benefits of sustainable buildings are the reduced energy consumption and
increased indoor air quality. In buildings with better indoor environmental quality, learning
process is becoming easy, productivity is increasing, and sickness time is decreasing (HMG,
1999; Heerwagen, 2000; Loftness at al., 2002). These advantages result in lower operational
costs and higher user productivity in commercial buildings. In commercial buildings which use
equipment with high power demand, any improvement in energy efficiency will result in
significant savings in utility and personnel costs. From the healthcare point of view, hospitals
require elevated indoor air quality and comfort levels for building occupants due to the fact that
many of occupants are already having health issues. On the other hand, residential buildings
have comparatively smaller project size and it is relatively easy to set individual comfort levels
and take advantage of energy efficient systems with minor system changes. In this proposal, we
focus on commercial facilities to track process metrics since generic outcomes can be beneficial
to other high performance green building types such as healthcare, educational, and residential
buildings. It is also easier to follow economic, environmental, and social values in significantly
successful projects such as commercial buildings.
Commissioning is a critical process for the high performance green buildings that helps
determine if the operation of installed systems conforms to the design specifications (Kats et al.,
2003). The performance and use of systems as in designed simulation models are crucial to
provide the satisfaction of the energy supply – demand balance. This balance is the spine of high
performance green buildings in terms of energy consumption and comfort levels. Since people
spend most of their time in buildings, this is becoming more important that indoor environments
are healthy and conducive to a productive atmosphere. Green buildings that is designed through
passive lighting design principles both save energy and have increased productivity rates among
building occupants. When the design and construction phases are executed properly green
buildings can have lower operation costs and provide healthier environments for occupants. A
study showed that “creative engineering and science can produce products and processes that
both cost less and pose fewer threats to workers, consumers and the environment (Hendrickson,
2008).” A successful high performance green building delivery process requires third party
9

evaluation and verification to take the advantage of system performance regarding comfort and
controllability during the occupancy process.
2.1.3 Green Building Delivery Process and the Need for Integration

As buildings are changing as a product, it is important to discuss how to achieve better
delivery processes. New assessments and actions are required with the change of final
performance of the buildings. A sample list of recent terms and evaluation techniques for the
delivery process is:


Building assessment



Ecological design



Life-cycle assessment



Life-cycle costing



High performance buildings



Design Charrette



Commissioning

These listed terms are techniques used to assess sustainable features and means of applying these
features in the building industry. To assess a building’s level of sustainability, various
organizations have developed metric systems to rate the overall efficiency of sustainable design
(Kibert, 2008). Before discussing the performance metrics, it is becoming apparent that the need
for process coordination and collaboration is being met by integrative delivery process.

Project delivery methods have elevated importance on high performance green projects due to
the increased number of user groups, design consultants and specialty contractors that must
interact during the design and construction phases of projects. Practitioners and academics have
long been aware that the improved project integration process leads better project outcomes in
terms of cost, schedule and quality. Integration is becoming more important than ever to achieve
a high performance design and meet the design targets after construction. Practitioners are
working on guidelines and recommendation lists in the light of their experiences, and academics
10

are working on evaluation, categorization, measurement, and process modeling by the help of
case studies. Some of these studies are focusing on documenting every step of delivery actions,
modeling the every process for the transparency of the delivery process and the predictability of
the performance. The common outcome of these studies is that everyone should be collaborating
on every issue early in the project with mutual respect and trust (IDG, 2009). For an integrated
design approach, the key participants should come on board early and spend more effort on the
design than conventional approach (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Level of effort by delivery processes: Integrated vs Conventional by BetterBricks

In academia, researchers have been investigating the actions to improve integration since The
Business Roundtable (BR’s) landmark series of reports (BR 1982). The term integration to mean
“integration between design and construction” has been proposed 22 years ago (Tatum), but its
content and components are still being discussed. There is no standard method for defining the
content and indicators, due to dynamic and unique nature of the high performance green project
delivery. In order to measure the impact of integration on project success, Pocock and Liu
introduced a quantifiable approximation of integration as degree of interaction. This
approximation is based on a formula which includes indicators such as the number of people
interacting and the duration of the interaction. It is hard to degrade the process from quantity and
quality of time, people, and methods to number of interaction and people. This study also assigns
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different weights to different phases which helps quantify the effect of decisions taken early in
the delivery process (Figure 5). Planning, schematics, design development, and procurement
phases are the most crucial phases since 91% of the performance related decisions are taken
during these processes (Pocock 1996).

PLANNING

SCHEMATICAL DESIGN

DETAILED DESIGN

PROCUREMENT

CONSTRUCTION

START-UP

2%
11% 7%
35%
18%
27%

Figure 5: Weighting factors for percentage value of interaction in each process phase (Pocock, 1996)

As the architecture engineering and construction (AEC) industry moves forward, a growing
research focus will be on the reduction of fragmentation and increase in principles of integrated
delivery processes (Taylor and Levitt, 2007). Especially the delivery process is becoming more
inclusive early in the project with additional simulation trades, facilitators, and commissioning
parties for high performance green building delivery. Several studies have been conducted to
explore the ways of those trade integrations early in the process. Most of the studies agree on the
idea that conventional approaches such as Design Bid Build is not providing the ground to
execute an fully integrated process due to constrains on contractor’s early contribution (Lapinski,
et al. 2006, Riley et al., 2005). In high performance green buildings, contractors’ construction
input is so crucial to achieve the previously set goals during design. A study confirmed that the
timing of contractor’s involvement and owner’s commitment are the key factors affecting all
performance outcomes (Korkmaz, 2007). Additionally, she provided project delivery process
metrics to potentially affect performance outcomes such as cost, time, and levels of sustainability
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in high performance green buildings. Although these metrics take place at the pre-occupancy
phase of buildings as represented in Figure 6, they have the potential to affect both the building
project at construction completion (i.e., evaluated through cost, schedule outcomes etc.) and
actual building performance (e.g., energy and water consumption, occupant comfort). The high
performance green building delivery process is becoming more transparent and measurable by
the help of these studies.

Figure 6: Phases of a building project and the elements that can potentially affect its performance (Korkmaz et al, 2007)

The most common performance metrics are cost and schedule control, but some studies define
more subjective quality measures. While quality metrics are variable, the level of green is added
as a new measure to the list of performance outcomes. These performance based evaluations
such as LEEDTM, GreenGlobes are commonly accepted and used in the AEC industry. On the
other hand, the industry still needs process based measurements to predict the performance
outcomes. As previously mentioned, the studies are looking for metrics while some of these are
more important than others. In this condition, the metrics should be weighted depending on their
importance to set a holistic measurable input. To be able to measure a high performance green
project, we need to define integrative design process. A recent study is subjected that the bottom
line as it is very difficult to achieve high performance green project outcomes without some form
of integrated design process (Yudelson, 2009). The first step of our study is to track integrative
design indicators from case studies and measure the statistical effect of each on the defined
project success. The focus is defined as the actual integrative design process due to the
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importance of higher ability to impact design and lower changes’ costs (Figure 7). In the light of
these studies and provided process indicators, the shift from conventional design to integrative
design practices will be measurable and predictable.

Figure 7: Design effort- cost benefit curve shift from the convention to integrative delivery process (AIA)

2.2 The Actual Integrative Design Process
The project delivery process is continuously evolving, with occasional revolutions. The
latest revolution, integration, is seen as a prominent key to solve contradicting situations in AEC
industry. The lack of integration notion has been felt for years, and Alvar Aalto who is known as
“the father of modernism” voiced this need as “Nothing is as dangerous in architecture as
dealing with separated problems. If we split life into separated problems we split the possibilities
to make good building art” in mid 20th century. The solution as a delivery method was officially
recognized by American Institute of Architects (AIA) with this definition: “Integrated Project
Delivery (IPD) is a project delivery approach that integrates people, systems, business structures
and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights of all
participants to optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste, and maximize
efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication, and construction” in 2007. The components
have been provided in six concepts as below:
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Early involvement of key participants



Multi-party contract



Jointly developed/ validated targets



Shared risk/ reward based on project outcome



Collaboration decision making/ control



Reduced liability exposure

The actual integrative design process is drawing the crucial and inclusive part of this process.
Bill Reed summarized this process with “4E” set of everybody engaging everything early
(Integrative Design Guide). A lot of crucial decisions with regards to sustainability are made
during the design phase which is inclusive and earlier than conventional delivery processes.
Thus, who makes these decisions and when these decisions are made play a crucial role in a
projects ability to achieve a green performance outcome. In most cases, the earlier the decision to
go green is made the better the end building performance will be. The actual design phase is
becoming the ground for enabling these roles, decisions, and time. We will be focusing on the
actual design phase (Figure 8) since planning, schematics, design development, and procurement
phases are the most crucial phases and 91% of the performance related decisions are taken
during these processes (Pocock 1996). Thus, actual design phase is the answer to the question
“When?” in integrative delivery process.

Schematics
+ Design
Developme
nt

Procurem
ent

Planning

Early Integration Phases

Figure 8: Selected early integration phases for this study.
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Besides researchers, practitioners are seeking for ways to improve integration in design process
for green goals. There are some integrative design guidelines that are prepared by design firms.
Every firm is fragmenting the delivery process based on goals and approach. From the HOK’s
perspective, the delivery is consisting ten steps to corporate the integrative team and sustainable
goals (Table 1). Their proposals are on optimizing the design process, providing management
and design guidelines to improve integration on delivery with the construction team. However,
the scope and responsibility is focused more on design phase due to their service area.
Table 1: Sustainable design guidelines adapted from the guidebook to sustainable design book (HOK, 2005).

Sustainable Design
Phases
1. Project
Definition
2. Team
Building
3. Education
and Goal
Setting

4. Site
Evaluation

5. Baseline
Analysis

6. Design
Concept

7. Design
Optimization

8. DocumentsSpecification

Guidelines
Owner/rep and design team leaders should establish and clearly embed
sustainable design (SD) tasks in the scope of work, document these in the
contract agreement, and coordinate these with the project schedule.
Seek design team members who are experienced and committed to SD and
working collaboratively. Assemble the full design team and identify
sustainable champions for owner and design team.
Engage team in discussion of sustainable issues and opportunities,
including cost and schedule impacts. Then hold a sustainable goal session
with all team members to set broad goals and measurable outcomes (as
LEED target). Review design criteria, standards, and challenge those that
work against integrated sustainable solutions.
Analyze the site to identify constraints and sustainable opportunities.
Evaluate the microclimate and macroclimate to determine solar and wind
availability and orientation, potential thermal sinks, and rainfall. Inventory
plant and animal species and their habitats. Identify transportation
networks, and cultural/ historical resources that should be preserved.
Develop baseline energy and water analysis; establish budgets and compare
with benchmarks and project SD goals. Explore potential for renewable
energy, financial incentives, and/or utility rebates for energy efficiency,
water, and renewables.
Use an integrated and collaborative design process to embed sustainable
strategies within a design concept that is responsive to the project site and
regional ecosystems.
Explore, test, and evaluation a broad range of solutions to discern those
with greatest potential. Engage the design team in a multidisciplinary
approach to seek synergies in the development and refinement of building
and site systems.
Carefully document all project requirements. Engage in a process to update
and improve contract documents and specifications to ensure that
sustainable goals, including materials, systems, and other requirements, are
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9. Bidding and
Construction
10. Postoccupancy

being incorporated.
Engage design team, contractor, and owner in a collaborative approach to
bidding, buyout, procurement, construction, and commissioning to deliver a
healthy, environmentally responsible facility that meets project SD goals.
Engage design team and building users in discussion to discover ways to
improve building operation, maintenance, and occupant satisfaction.
Undertake a post-occupancy evaluation to evaluate hard and soft metrics
and identify lessons learned.

2.2.1 Evolution of Integration

The evaluation of the integration concept is seen as an evolution more than a revolution.
While the industry is trying to change or shift their current tradition (mostly used design bid
build), they should look back to the concept of “master builder”. The master builders, such as
Leonardo da Vinci and Frank Lloyd Wright, were the designers of every single aspect of a
project from structure, spatial to climatic performance, knowing how it was built from materials
to techniques and could oversee the whole construction process while designing. More than 150
years ago, new materials and technologies introduced by the industrial revolution have resulted
in specialization. The point that we arrived is “it is-not-my-job” specialization and “this-is-notmy-area-of-purview” (IDG) more than collaboration of experts. The design and construction
phases have been fragmented by traditional contracts, organizational structure, expertise, and a
retreat from legal responsibility.
There are still some points that we can take the advantage of many minds. There used to be “one
mind” of the master builder, but now specialist “many minds” can execute an integrative process
with collaboration. To enable the collaboration Bill Reed offered five workshops and charrettes
(Figure 9) for gathering the specialists and making them “experts” to “co-learners” into one
room. This co-location derives from a Japanese word “obeya”: big room. Big room is used for
gathering of the interdisciplinary team to brainstorm and solve problems in Toyota way of Lean
production (SixSigma, 2005).
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Figure 9: Proposed integrative design process by Bill Reed and 7-group

With this type of integrative design process leads participants to move in a joint manner from the
very beginning. Desirable conditions for this collaboration have been expected to carry some
features from participants, methods, and approaches such as below (AIA, 2009).


Mutual respect and trust



Collaborative innovation



Intensified early planning



BIM used collaboratively



Open communication



Transparent financials (open book)



Co-location



Lean design/ construction/ operations

2.2.2 Effects of Integration on Green Building Outcomes

Recent studies document inefficiencies and waste in the construction industry. For
example, an Economist article from 2000 identifies 30% waste in the US construction industry; a
NIST study from 2004 targets lack of AEC software interoperability as costing the industry
$15.8B annually; and a US Bureau of Labor Statistics study shows construction alone, out of all
non-farm industries, as decreasing in productivity since 1964, while all other non-farm industries
have increased productivity by over 200% during the same period. New technologies have
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emerged, that when utilized in conjunction with collaborative processes, are demonstrating
substantial increases in productivity and decreases in requests for information, field conflicts,
waste, and project schedules (AIA, 2007).
Integration in process leads a successful delivery for all key participants of the project. Owners
are increasingly demanding methodologies that deliver these outcomes as a first pace of the
integrative delivery process. From the designer perspective, early integration of contractors
reduces the cost and quantity of changes to achieve design performance. This process also
promises more accurate and predictable budget and schedule performances for the benefit of
contractors. AIA provides official benefits of integrative delivery process through the explored
case studies, these benefits for key participants are (AIA, 2007):
Owners:
“Early and open sharing of project knowledge streamlines project
communications and allows owners to effectively balance project options to meet
their business enterprise goals. Integrated delivery strengthens the project team’s
understanding of the owner’s desired outcomes, thus improving the team’s ability
to control costs and manage the budget, all of which increase the likelihood that
project goals, including schedule, life cycle costs, quality and sustainability, will
be achieved.”
Constructors:
“The integrated delivery process allows constructors to contribute their expertise
in construction techniques early in the design process resulting in improved
project quality and financial performance during the construction phase. The
constructor’s participation during the design phase provides the opportunity for
strong pre-construction planning, more timely and informed understanding of the
design, anticipating and resolving design-related issues, visualizing construction
sequencing prior to construction start, and improving cost control and budget
management, all of which increase the likelihood that project goals, including
schedule, life cycle costs, quality and sustainability, will be achieved.”
Designers:
“The integrated delivery process allows the designer to benefit from the early
contribution of constructors’ expertise during the design phase, such as accurate
budget estimates to inform design decisions and the pre-construction resolution of
design-related issues resulting in improved project quality and financial
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performance. The IPD process increases the level of effort during early design
phases, resulting in reduced documentation time, and improved cost control and
budget management, all of which increase the likelihood that project goals,
including schedule, life cycle costs, quality and sustainability, will be achieved.”

2.2.3 Team Decision Making Process

The crucial period of the integrative delivery is the actual design process. This process is
where all team participants meet and provide their expectations, insights, and expertise for a
variety of solutions. The equivalent concept in Lean production is “obeya” where a crossfunctional team can come together to solve problems quickly as part of Toyota's Kaizen
approach to project management. Co- location is important for the quality of the collaborative
work. In terms of team decision making process, mutual trust, respect and transparency are the
components of team chemistry. What we mean by these concepts can be achieved in a free, open
and verifiable (not blind) communication atmosphere. “One for all, all for one” type of working
approach is the key of these high performance green projects’ design conditions. Regardless of
how the parties decide to structure the decision making body, in an integrated project one
overriding principle directs the decision making body: all decisions are made in the best interest
of the project (AIA, 2009).

The team chemistry is becoming an aspect to measure to integration level of the project team
characteristics. This collaborative effort of participants is becoming more valuable with the team
participants’ expertise and desire. As seen on the figure below (Figure 10), questions that are
going to be answered through the delivery process have been answered early in the design
process with the inclusive project team entity. All decisions have been taken on the
conceptualization phase which is the first phase to start a design. While the answer of question
“Who?” is becoming everyone, the characteristics of project teams will be another focus of this
research.
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Figure 10: Project team contribution graphic through integrative delivery process (AIA, 2009).

2.2.4 Defining Roles and Scopes of Services
In such a collaborative and flexible working environment, distribution of responsibilities
is the key for execution of services while working for a unique goal. While everyone is working
for a unified goal, they should know their shared responsibility. For example, the designers
remain primarily responsible for design and the constructors remain primarily responsible for
construction services. To keep team motivated and dedicated efficiently, contracting and
procurement methods are pertaining a part of the success. That’s why, the question “How?” is
keeping its importance for the fluidity of roles and services.
The characteristics of the core team are sustaining its importance in terms of execution and
control. First and foremost, owners take on a substantially greater and more active role in
evaluating and influencing design options. They are effective in establishing project metrics at an
earlier stage than is typical in a traditional project. On the other hand, designer’s service
expands; he/she keeps the balance among trades during design phase. The designer is necessarily
involved in defining the design processes that will apply to the project. Additionally, designer’s
construction efforts related to identifying and resolving potential design conflicts are coming into
the scope. From the contractor’s point of view, the role increases in a significant way during
early stages of design, in which constructors provide important services as scheduling, cost
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estimating, phasing, systems evaluation, constructability reviews, and early purchasing
programs. The effort distribution regarding role and service is shown in the graphic to show the
difference from traditional process by AIA (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Effort distribution depending on related process (AIA, 2009).

2.2.5 Defining and Measuring Project Outcomes
There are several evaluations to measure project outcomes. The project success is abroad
term which can be assed in many ways, including quantitative or qualitative means (Chan et
al.2002). The IPD project plan includes project metric values and reporting intervals to monitor
progress of the project. Metrics include overall performance of the project as well as the
traditional cost, schedule, and scope measurements. Meeting these metrics may also be tied to
financial incentives for the parties (AIA, 2009). Cost, schedule and quality are generally known
as the top level elements of AEC industry project performance assessment (El Wardini 2004;
Rwelamila and Edries 2007). In terms of cost and schedule, there are reasonable metrics such as
growth measurement to evaluate the performance of the project. However, it is not so rigid from
the quality side of project performance. By the change of the industry with green movement, we
can take the level of green as a performance outcome. On the other hand, in-process evaluations
are lacking of consensus. From the industry side, 7-group has provided in-process targets
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practitioners to catch the previously set goal with a publication, The Integrative Design Guide
(IDG) to Green Building: Redefining the Practice of Sustainability. The table below is adapted
from IDG to summarize the followed principles and measurements to achieve the targeted green
level with integrative design process (Table 2) which is going to be the focus of this study.
Table 2: Summary of principles and measures created by 7-Group through the actual design process.

PHASE

PRINCIPLES AND MEASUREMENTS

Discovery
1. Preparation
Proposal A:


Workshop 1: Alignment of Purpose
and Goal-Setting

2. Evaluation



Proposal B:
Workshop 2: Conceptual Design
Exploration

3. Conceptual

Select rating system and performance measurement
criteria
Establish scope and fees for initial Goal-Setting
Workshop
Document Touchstones, Principles, Metrics,
Benchmarks, and Performance Targets from W1
Evaluate design concepts against Performance Targets
from W1
Commissioning: Prepare conceptual phase OPR
Confirm scope and fees based on W1
Document adjustments to Performance Targets to
reflect input from W2
Commissioning: Adjust OPR to reflect input from W2
Confirm and solidify Metrics, Benchmarks, and
Performance Targets
Commissioning: Develop Basis of Design (BOD)

Design and Construction


Workshop 3: Schematic Design
Kickoff- Bringing it All Together
(without committing to building
form)

4. Schematic Design



Workshop 4: Design Development
Kickoff- It Is Brought Together;
Does It Work?

Document adjustments to Performance Targets to
reflect input from W3

Commissioning: Adjust OPR and BOD to reflect input
from W3
Test building performance in detail and evaluate results
against Performance Targets
Adjust the OPR and BOD to reflect proposed schematic
design
Document adjustments to Performance Targets that
reflect schematic design solution
Commissioning: Adjust OPR and BOD to reflect
schematic design solution
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5. Design Development



Workshop 5: Construction
Documents Kickoff- Performance
Verification and Quality Control

6. Construction Documents

Document in detail and validate building performance
results against Performance Targets
Prepare draft Measurement and Verification (M&V)
Plan
Commissioning
 Invite the Commissioning Authority to review
design progress and identify opportunities for
further optimization and potential conflicts
 Identify the preliminary list of systems to be
commissioned
 Prepare preliminary Commissioning Plan
Document final Performance Targets

Review draft Measurement and Verification (M&V)
Plan
Commissioning: Update OPR, BOD, and
Commissioning Plan to reflect input from W5
Finalize performance calculations to validate final
design and document results
Produce final Measurement and Verification (M&V)
Plan to build performance measurement and feedback
mechanism into project
Commissioning: Perform detailed review of Drawing
and Specification to ensure consistency with OPR and
BOD

2.3 Evaluation of the High Performance Green Buildings
With the green movement, the construction industry has started to evaluate buildings as
products at first. This objective has been established from different perspectives with different
scopes. Most of them are evaluating the green building industry with performance outcomes
under different titles. The most prominent assessments are Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEEDTM) and GreenGlobes while the discussion is still going on about
measurement techniques in terms of pointing systems. These evaluations are still protecting their
validity and usage frequency in the industry. However, while buildings as products have been
improving with new technologies, techniques, and materials; the process has been waiting for the
reflections of these improvements. To improve process researchers focused on defining
milestones and measurements of high performance green building delivery. Process metrics
based on project delivery attributions are seen as guidance to teams in how to achieve high
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performance buildings. This integrative delivery process is going toward to be evaluated
quantitatively by the help of qualitative research bases.
2.3.1 Qualitative Approach
Research on performance factors have been explored for almost 20 years. Critical success
factors in the scope of the project management was used by Rockart (1982) and then researchers
started to investigate potential relations between process and product of the construction industry
with qualitative approaches. Another research aimed to develop a consolidated framework
(Figure 12) that included the additional dimensions such as user expectation, participants’
satisfaction, environmental performance, health and safety, and commercial value (Chan and
Chan, 2004).

Figure 12: Conceptual Framework for factors affecting project success (Chan and Chan, 2004).

Many studies conducted at Penn State –energy modeling timing, mechanical consultant
competencies and constructability knowledge– are the up to date additions to the list of
performance indicators specifically for high performance green building performance indicators
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(Horman et al 2006; Riley and Horman 2005; Riley et al 2004). Another study has shown that
the project delivery method affects both the levels sustainability achieved and the cost
effectiveness of green buildings. (Lapinski et al, 2006; Magent, 2005). Lastly, Pommer and
Horman focused on lean and green healthcare facilities to provide understanding of the key
process indicators for the delivery (2008). The result showed that the top three attributes in
delivery processes are owner commitment, expertise on sustainable delivery and early timing of
sustainable objectives (Pommer, 2008). These studies were executed through qualitative
approaches such as content analysis, process mapping, pattern matching, and cross case analysis
that are required steps to be taken for the validity of case studies at the first and foremost step but
not enough for an objective comparison.

2.3.2 Quantitative Approach

There are efforts in academia and construction industry to provide more objective
evaluation methods by the help of measurement theories for green buildings. Performance rating
systems are useful to measure the green impact of buildings as products. In terms of process, we
need to define metrics and weightings to be able to predict process and improve products. The
integrative design process is the focus and characteristic of green building projects, thus we need
to define more accurate.

2.3.2.1 Product Based Assessments
2.3.2.1.1 LEEDTM
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEEDTM) program that is developed by
United States Green Building Council (USGBC) is the most popular green building rating
system used in United States (Figure 13). This program is aiming to prove third-party
verification that a building or community was designed and built using strategies aimed at
improving performance across all the metrics that matter most: energy savings, water efficiency,
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CO2 emissions reduction, improved indoor environmental quality, and stewardship of resources
and sensitivity to their impacts (USGBC: What LEEDTM is, 2010). In the light of these aims, we
are going to define level of green by LEEDTM rating system.

Figure 13: LEEDTM certified projects as of 2009 (USGBC, 2009)

The last version (V.3) of LEEDTMhas developed on a 100-point scale, and credits are
weighted to reflect their potential environmental impacts under five categories: Sustainable
Sites, Water Management, Energy Efficiency, Material Selection, and Indoor Environmental
Quality. In the newest version of LEEDTM, “there are three major advancements: harmonization
across the rating systems, credit impact weightings, and the introduction of regional priority
credits” (USGBC: LEEDTM, 2010). 10 bonus credits are available, four of which address
regionally specific environmental issues. This individual type of approach provides more flexible
and reliable results for the green building performance. While USGBC is responsible from
development of rating system, Green Building Certification Institute (GBCI) is responsible from
certification of building with four levels (certified, silver, gold, and platinum) and accreditation
of individuals. These two distinct entities minimize any possible conflict of interest issues
between research and certification in green building ratings. There are also different types of
certifications for different types of buildings as:


Homes
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Neighborhood Development (pilot)



Commercial Interiors



Core and Shell



New Construction



Schools



Retail



Healthcare

2.3.2.1.2 Rating Systems with Process Inputs
GreenGlobes is a green building metric system which includes limited project
management points independent from other sections. It is an interactive assessment protocol,
rating system and guidance for green building design, operation and management. It is providing
goals and specific green features; practitioners have an objective to work towards. However, the
current metric systems also restrict the design and construction process and are not always
efficient and enough.

One of the best green building assessment systems is German Sustainable Building Council
(DGNB: Deutsche GesellschaftfürNachhaltigesBauen). It consists of five dependent and an
independent sections as seen in figure. These dependent metrics provide a holistic evaluation of
building quality with its process to get a certification level (Figure 14).

Figure 14: DGNB Rating System (DGNB, 2010)
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Here are the DGNB assessment’s sub-sections of “Quality of the Process” part.

These

assessments are considerable inclusive and integrated evaluation depending on other evaluation
systems. However, these sections are being achieved through the questions without considering
measured weights and predictable effect on performance.


Integral Planning



Optimization and Complexity of the Approach to Planning



Evidence of Sustainability during Bid Invitation and Awarding



Establishing Preconditions for an Optimized Use and Operation



Construction Site / Construction Process



Quality of the Executing Contractors/Pre-Qualification



Quality Assurance of Construction Execution



Systematic Commissioning

2.3.2.2 Process Based Evaluations
Project performance indicators are the influential forces that either facilitate or impede
project success (Lim and Mohamed, 1999). Thus, this is becoming crucial to extract and track
metrics to predict project success. There are five main literatures related with the acquisition of
the relation between project delivery method and building performance. First, Fergusson studied
the correlation between integration and the project quality for industrial facilities with seventeen
projects. She defined the integration as the flow of information and quality as industrial plant’s
satisfaction. The dimensions of integrations were analyzed under three modes of coordination
(Figure 15); such as vertical (between functions as operations and engineering), horizontally
(between

disciplines

as

process

piping

and

electrical

design),

and

longitudinally

(across time). The regression results showed that vertical and longitudinal relationship improves
the quality of facilities (Fergusson, 1996). Another research examined the possible process
indicators and potential performance metrics in the context of delivery systems. This study
compared project outcomes as cost, time, and quality according to project delivery methods as
design / build, design / bid / build, and construction management at risk (Konchar, Sandivo,
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1998) by using regression models. Second research examined design / build procurement method
study based on relationship between procurement methods and performance outcomes (El
Wardani et al, 2006).Additionally, Songer and Monlenaar (1996) examined and established the
factors that are effective in owner decision making process for design- build projects. The scope
of the variables has been expanded with the addition of owner competencies, project team
commitment, contractor competencies, and end user’s needs.

Figure 15: Three dimentions of integration in facility development adapted from Thomas (1993), (Fergusson, 1996).

An inclusive study has been conducted as an exploratory foundation for future process
measurement by defining evaluation metrics, methods, and tools to collect and analyze high
performance green building project delivery (Korkmaz, 2007). Pattern-matching and cross-case
analysis was conducted primarily for the validity of qualitative data collection. Especially, our
research will be constructed over this foundation of metrics evaluated though analysis of
variance tests (ANOVA). We will define the weights of integrative design metrics that are
collected through 40 case studies in the framework of research interest at the first step of the
research. Here is the independent and dependent variables of the study (Table 3).This research
has also formed Pankow Foundation Project : Influence of Project Delivery Method on
Achieving Sustainable, High Performance Buildings (2009)’s basis of data collection through
twelve high performance green projects.
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Table 3: Preliminary set of evaluation metrics for high performance green building project delivery (Korkmaz et al,
2007).
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3

Research Methodology
The building design process is becoming more extensive and important for the integrative

delivery process rather than the traditional practice. Providing an integrative design process
requires the team to engage the interdisciplinary scope with early timing. In order to improve this
actual design process, the process indicators for success should be defined and measured toward
the final product, building. There are some rating systems, as LEED, to measure the level of
green of the final product, building. Additionally, some green building assesment systems such
as GreenGlobes and German Sustainable Building Council (DGBN) rating systems, have certain
process metrics to rate the efficiency of the sustainable building process. However, these process
metrics do not still constitute a significant portion of the rating systems. Thus; survey tool is
currently the richest source of information to measure effect of process on sustainable building
performance.
To investigate the research problem, case study and literature review findings were used to
examine the hypotheses that are offered. 39 case studies (Korkmaz, 2007) were tracked and
tested in the focus of integrative design metrics and additional twelve case studies were
investigated through a survey based on Korkmaz’s previous research (Pankow, 2009). The main
focus of our study is to track integrative design indicators from case studies by checking Pvalues and measure the correlated impact of each on the defined project success. Our study will
focus on approximately 51 case studies that are done by DrKorkmaz and Pankow Foundation
project. The scope, however, was different in terms of integrative design focus, without being
independent from other project management actions.
For data compilation, the resolution of question scales and consistency of coding have been
done, before tracking the data. The tracking of integrative design metrics was conducted in the
light of questions “who”, “when”, and “how”. The research methodology included qualitative
and quantitative methods to reduce response bias and objectivity of tests.

While pattern

matching was used to create a general scenario depending on the answers of owner, designer,
and contractor; cross case analysis was then used to compare trends in similar projects by
controlling other variables (Table 4). After validating the compiled data collection, quantitative
approaches were used for reliable data analysis. Correlation matrices were used to define
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significant integrative design metrics on specific project performance. These defined metrics will
direct the future studies to focus on measured indicators and weights –such as more questions for
high weights for the accuracy of metrics
Table 4: Case study tactics for four design tests (Yin, 2002).

Tests

Case Study Tactic

Construct Validity
Internal Validity

External Validity
Reliability

Use multiple sources of evidence
Establish chain of evidence
Do pattern-matching
Do explanation-building
Address rival explanations
Use logic models
Use theory in single case studies
Use replication logic in multiple case studies
Use case study protocol
Develop case study database

Phase of research in
which tactic occurs
Data Collection
Data Analysis

Research Design
Data Collection

This chapter contains a description of the research process and specific methodological steps
followed in the investigation of research questions. The representation of methodology will be
as below:
Development of Research Questions
Need Statement Definition
Research Goal and Objectives
Correlation Analysis for High Performance Green Buildings
Figure 16: Research methodology structure.

3.1 Research Questions
Research questions were set to search for the process indicators effective on project
performance and the ways of measuring process indicators which are metrics. In this scope,
questions are formed as below;


What is the definition of integration in design process for High Performance Green
Buildings (HPGB)? (What are the effects of process indicators, statistically, on
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integration?) What is the importance of these indicators relative to each other? Is it
possible to measure the integration in process?


If it is measurable, what is the way of measuring integration in design process to
collect reliable data on HPGB for successful prediction?

3.1.1 What is the definition of integration in design process for HPGB?
To investigate this question, tracking the indicators of integrative design process from
literature and previous case studies was the first step. It’s known that some integration metrics
have more impact than others and can be categorized under different success signals based on the
impact on level of green, cost, and schedule (Figure 17). We proved that some integrative design
indicators have different weights while defining the success output.

Degree of Integration-GREEN

Metric 1

Metric 2
Metric 3
Degree of Integration-COST

Metric 4
Metric 5
Metric 6
Metric N

Degree of Integration-SCHEDULE

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Figure 17: Hypothesis 1: Some integration metrics have more impact than others on project performance.
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3.1.2 If it is measurable, what is the way of measuring integration in design process to
collect reliable data on HPGB?
We defined the weights by the help of correlation matrices. The analysis assigned
different weights for each indicator while defining degree of integration over a specific outcome:
level of green, cost, or schedule. Thus, the combination and weightings of metrics will differ by
the outcome. Sensitized process indicators let us investigate more on highly correlated metrics.
Surveys, best tools to collect process data, can be designed by focusing on these highly
correlated indicators for better predictions in regards to more integrative delivery processes yield
a higher degree of commercial facility construction level of green, cost and schedule control
(Hypothesis 2).

3.2 Need Statement
While academia is looking for a reliable data collection and analysis tool to evaluate the
integrative design process, practitioners need for integrative design process metrics for a
predictable delivery.

This study developed a list of measured process indicators that are

correlated to project performance regarding level of green, cost, and schedule control.

The main problems are lacking an integration metric definition with a list of significant
indicators for integrative design process data collection. From the data analysis perspective,
uneven response evaluations, different background evaluations, and clarity of terminology are
causing problems. Thus, we need a valid and reliable data collection and analysis to guide
integrative design processes of high performance green buildings.

3.3 Research Goal and Objectives
The ultimate goal of this research is to provide a list of measureable process indicators that
is effective on integrated project performance regarding level of green, cost control and schedule
control for High Performance Green Buildings.
The research achieved through the following objectives.
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Develop reliable lists of metrics that define the level of integration in the
framework(Figure 18).
Integration
of Project
Team
Members:
Who?

-Level of Green
Timing of
Involveme
nt: When?

-Schedule
Growth
-Cost Growth

Contractin
g
Incentives
: How?

Figure 18: The integrative process research framework



Provide the weightings of process indicators based on project performance
priorities (Cost growth/ Schedule growth/ Level of Green).



Rigorously measured the correlation of in-process indicators and project
performance. (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Representation of the measurement approach.
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3.4 Correlation Analysis for High Performance Green Buildings
Correlation analysis for High Performance Green Buildings is going to be designed
through the following four main steps (Figure 20). The literature review and applied case studies
are emerging the most important part of data collection.

1
2

3
4

• Evaluate the existing surveys
• Analyze the results from selected surveys
• Track the significant process indicators
• Measure the impact of process indicators

Figure 20: Correlation analysis steps

3.4.1 Evaluate the existing surveys
The first and foremost step of this study was to track and choose related process
indicators from the literature and applied surveys.

We identified the common measurable

process indicators from the 51 case studies analyzed through two research projects before.
3.4.2 Analyze the results from selected surveys
After selecting the appropriate data from applied case studies, extracted process
indicators will be coded with predetermined weights of project participants based on their area of
expertise (Table 5).
Table 5: Process responsibility/ knowledge cycle based on participants.

Responsibility/

Planning

Design

Construction

Operation

Owner/ Developer

1

3

3

1

Designers

2

1

2

2

Builders

3

2

1

1

Knowledge Rank
based on Participant
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Data available from only two surveys: Korkmaz (2007) 39 case studies+ Pankow
(2009) 12 case studies
Use weighted average model:
N

Formula:

Project Team Characteristics: PTC   PTCi (evenly weighted in
i 1

category)
N

PTC i =

k
i 1

i

 xi (N  3 )

k i = Weight of the person for category i.
x i = Response of the person for category i.
Use pre-determined weights.
3.4.3 Track the significant process indicators for representation quality
One of the crucial steps of this study was extracting the valid measurable process
indicator from previous studies. Even though there are several measurable process indicators that
are studied for prediction of project performance, the validity of these indicators are not
statistically analyzed. So, we are not sure about the representation quality of the indicators.
While performing correlation analysis, we checked the P-values of all process indicators to be
sure about the confidence level of the correlation in-between measureable process indicators and
performance outcomes. In the light of P-values, we focused on the measurable process indicators
which are effective on project performance priorities.
3.4.4 Test the effectiveness of the modified survey on pilot studiesMeasure the impact of
process indicators
As mentioned in need statement, even though surveys are the most useful ways to collect
data for process information, we still have certain problems on data collection and analysis. This
step is important due to selection and highlighting the correlated measurable process indicators.
Then, these analysis results can be used for collecting further and deeper data on highly
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correlated measurable process indicators. Measured weightings showed the impact levels of each
measurable indicator on project performance priorities.
3.5

Summary
The focus of this research is extracting valid and significant measureable process

indicators, which we will study as metrics after on, explored through specified questions (Figure
21). While industry moves forward and research advances in its support of AEC, a growing
focus will develop on the reduction of fragmentation and increase in principles of integrated
delivery processes (Levitt, 2007), esp. for High Performance Green Buildings. The project
delivery processes need to define the framework in which project team members interact
including patterns of communicating, timing of involvement, and incentives to achieve project
outcomes. Thus, we are going to explore the integrative design process by focusing on questions
“Who?”, “When?”, and “How?.

Incentives:
HOW?

Timing:
WHEN?

Project
Team:
WHO?
Figure 21: The research scope of integrative design process.
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4

Data Collection
As mentioned in Chapter 3: Research Methodology, the goal of this research is to provide

rigorously weighted in-process metrics to track the level of green, cost, and schedule
performance during high performance green building delivery. This chapter aims to present the
analyzed case study characteristics, and procedures used to adjust/ standardize data from
different sources for the preparation of data analysis. The sample set included 51green building
projects compiled from two previous research projects with similar data collection
infrastructures. Owners, architects, and/or contractors of every project were involved in the data
collection process. The distribution of delivery methods (i.e., construction management at risk,
design-build, and design-bid-build) and LEEDTM certification levels (i.e., from Certified to
Platinum) were checked before data analysis to eliminate sampling bias and population
representation quality.

4.1 Case Studies and Validity:
The goal of this research study is to develop in-process metrics that are statistically
significant on delivering successful high performance green buildings. While defining these valid
indicators, the comparative weightings will be defined to understand which matters the most.
Delivery process of high performance green buildings is practical in nature, and therefore a case
study approach has been appropriate as the main research strategy. Since the market and green
building practices are new, having more case studies for statistical analysis is hard during the
limited time frame of this study. This research study data has been compiled from two sets
previous studies of which Penn State was a part. This collective approach will give a chance to
improve the quality and depth of analysis with multiple case studies.
“Case studies are also effective for understanding process followed
and outcomes achieved within completed infrastructure projects;
case studies allow a researcher to compare and contrast multiple
projects from similar vantage points. For case studies, five
components of a research design are especially important: (1) a
study’s question; (2) its proposition, if any; (3) its unit(s) of
analysis; (4) the logic linking the data to the propositions; and the
criteria for interpreting the findings” (Yin 2003).
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The use of case studies as a data collection technique requires indication of validity within data
collection process to reduce the bias effect. This approach will indicate the competency and
consistency of the data collected. The main four tests to demonstrate the validity of data is; (1)
construct validity, (2) internal validity, (3) external validity, and (4) reliability (Yin 2003). There
are certain tactics to achieve these indications (Table). These attributes will be mentioned in
following sections through its application.
Table 6: Case study tactics followed for validation (Yin, 2003)

VALIDITY TYPE

CASE STUDY TACTIC

Construct Validity

Use multiple sources of evidence
Establish chain of evidence
Have key informants review draft of case study report

Internal Validity

Do pattern-matching
Do explanation-building
Address rival explanations
Use logic models

External Validity

Use replication logic in multiple-case studies

Reliability

Use case study protocol
Develop case study database

4.2 Description of Data Sets:
The compiled case study pool is includes 51 projects. These projects have been put
together based on the same structure and content from two previous research projects. The first
study, “Piloting Evaluation Metrics for Sustainable High-Performance Building Project
Delivery”, was done by Sinem Korkmaz (2007) at Penn State. It is an explanatory thesis to
define meaningful metrics and tools to collect and analyze HPG project delivery. The second
study, is a collaborative research project sponsored by the Charles Pankow Foundation which
used the foundation of Korkmaz’s previous study to track green performance with similar project
delivery metrics in twelve case studies. Both research results will be used and provide
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consistency for the external validation of the data. The following sections give background
information for these two data sets.
4.2.1 Korkmaz Thesis (2007):
“Piloting Evaluation Metrics for Sustainable High-Performance Building Project
Delivery” is a PhD study which was conducted by Sinem Korkmaz (2007) with 39 case study
projects. This study aimed to fill the gap of descriptive project delivery metrics that provided
insight about the performance of project delivery processes for sustainable high-performance
green buildings. This study provided important direction for the continued development of
meaningful metrics to assist in the establishment of a decision making support tool for project
teams to facilitate optimum project delivery processes for sustainable high-performance
buildings (Korkmaz, 2007).The study used case study approach by the means of a survey mainly
based on prior studies as Konchar and Sanvido (1998) and El Wardani et al (2006) at Penn State.
Independent variables have been tracked by the question asked within the survey (Figure).

Figure 22: Representation of the designed survey to collect data on HPG project delivery

A commercial web-based package, SurveyMonkey, was utilized for survey application in this
research. Measured variables for this study were over 100 questions. Regression using ANOVA
and ANCOVA methods were used to analyze the results. Since 100 variables were too much to
evaluate on 40 case studies according to factor analysis, the analysis results were not statistically
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significant. However, quantitative approach has been supported by qualitative analysis such as
Pattern Matching and Cross-Case Synthesis, to conclude with following results (Korkmaz 2007):


Defined evaluation metrics are useful in understanding HPG building delivery.



Project delivery attributes can influence project performance outcomes in HPG buildings.



Quantitative analysis approach assisted development of insights into performance
metrics.



Quantitative analyses pointed to several unexpected results regarding the relationships
among some of the process indicators and performance outcomes.



Additional process related variables were defined at the qualitative analysis phase of the
study.

Consequently, this study had proposed a foundational study based on in-process indicators, a
measurement tool and methodology with the results of the analysis. It will direct the future
research with improved tool, methodology, and increased number green buildings in the market.
In this context, Charles Pankow Foundation research project (2010) has been constructed on this
foundation with more case studies and stakeholder to collect data.
4.2.2 Pankow Foundation Research Project
“Influence of project delivery methods on Achieving Sustainable High Performance
Buildings” project was a collaborative study among Michigan State, Penn State, University of
Colorado, and University of Oklahoma. The survey was mainly adapted from Korkmaz’s (2007)
study for data collection on twelve case study projects. Responses were collected through
different multiple key actors from one (owner, designer, and contractor are same) to three to
construct validity. The projects were selected from three main delivery methods; design-bidbuild (DBB), design-build (DB), and construction management at risk (CMR); and from every
level of LEED® assessment system; certified, silver, gold, and platinum. This study’s project
characteristics have been arranged as shown in Table (Table):
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Table 7: Representation of case study characteristics in Pankow Foundation project

The data had been collected from the main stakeholders of the projects as owner, designer, and
constructer for the internal validity of the analysis. Pattern-Matching technique and Cross-Case
synthesis were used for the analysis process. According to the research report, verified results
include (Trust2 Report, 2010):


Green projects delivered by CMR and DB outperform DBB projects;



Early inclusion of the green concept in the project is necessary, as early as the pre-design
phase;



The reason to pursue green strategies should be an owner driven factor;



The project’s LEED® AP should hold a direct contract with the owner in CMR and DBB
projects;



LEED® certification level should be a contractual mandate for all team members,
especially for designers and constructors ;



The constructor is a key factor in the success of a project and should be involved in the
early design phases to increase the probability of meeting green goals, and



Design charrettes and collaboration sessions assist the project team’s focus on specific
goals.
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Table 8: Representation of compiled data validity

Korkmaz Thesis

Pankow Project

Compiled

Green Performance Data

Has

Has

Has

Cost Performance Data

Has

Doesn’t Have

Collected

Schedule Performance Data

Has

Doesn’t Have

Collected

Construct Validity

Establish chain of

Use multiple sources

Has

evidence

of evidence

Do pattern-

Do pattern-matching

Has

Use replication

Use replication logic

Has

logic in multiple-

in multiple-case

case studies

studies

Internal Validity

matching
External Validity

Reliability

Use

case

protocol

study Use

case

study Has

protocol

4.3 Data Collection Methods:
A multiple case study approach have used to track process indicators’ validity and impact
on project success outcomes such as level of green, cost and schedule control. 51 case studies
have been compiled through two research projects. Korkmaz’s thesis (2007) 39 case studies and
Pankow Research Project’s (2010) 12 case studies have been analyzed based on same survey
questions. An extra case study have been conducted to experience and test the data collection
process to keep the balance of project delivery type distribution (Figure)
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Number of Projects: 51
Design Build

Design Bid Build

39%

CM at Risk

30%

31%

Figure 23: Distribution of 51 project delivery methods

Projects are selected closely in the sense of number through different delivery types and varying
green performance levels for the representation of population (Figure). All the data has been
collected after the projects had been built by using a survey instrument. Questions were asked to
different stakeholders, such as owner, designer, and contractor, in order to validate the data
collected. Asking the same questions to different people who experience the process decreased
the bias factor for the data collection process.

Lower Level of
Green

Higher Level of
Green
Figure 24: Distribution of green performance levels of the sample
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Data had been collected though face to face interviews, phone interviews, follow-up e-mails and
related project materials in previous research projects. However, additional data was required for
the cost and schedule analysis through follow-up e-mails and project materials for this research.
1. Interviews: A face to face or phone interview has been conducted with the stakeholders in
each project. Most of the data collected used this method. However, further methods have
been used for further information due to unavailability of the data at the interview.
2. Follow-up E-mails: This method has been used mostly after the interviews based on
unanswered questions of the respondents. Data have been received via e-mail back or
schedule for next interview.
3. Project Materials: These documents are mainly collected for project performance variables
such as LEED score cards, and project proposed/actual costs and dates via personal contacts
or e-mails.
The use of multiple case studies and sources of evidence improve the quality of data validation
and reliability. Having multiple case studies from different types of project delivery method at
different level green improve the representation quality of the case studies compiled, which also
served for the validity of data. Additionally, asking the same question to different sources
improves the consistency of reliable data collected by survey instrument. Validity and reliability
have been considered rigorously due to consistency of the sample selected from the green
building population.

4.4 Missing Data Completion:
Even though two of the data sets have been conducted based on a same survey structure,
the Pankow Research Project was limited to only green performance outcomes in regards to a
success measure. However, this study endeavored to track the success outcomes for the level of
green, cost and schedule control. Additionally, it analyzed the important in-process decision
variables based on the ultimate success of the projects.
There was enough data regarding in-process indicators and the level of green in the Pankow
Research Project. Hence the focus is green performance, the cost and schedule control had not
been tracked. In the scope of this research, the cost and schedule variables were followed up via
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e-mails. Whole cost and schedule analysis have been done cumulatively after compiling all data
sets in the frame of selected variables as below (Table 9, Table 10).
Table 9: Selected independent variables of surveys

Independent Variables
(In-process decisions):
OWNER COMMITMENT

DESIGN PROCESS
CHARACTERISTICS

PROJECT TEAM
CHARACHTERISTICS

Description: Metrics



















PROJECT DELIVERY
METHOD
PROJECT TEAM
PROCUREMENT

CONTRACT CONDITIONS















Party to introduce “green” features to the project;
Reason to pursue “green” objectives;
Timing of introducing the “green” concept;
Importance of the “green” goals for the project;
Mandating green metric;
Timing of communication;
Methods of communication;
Presence of a LEED® A.P. and contractual position;
Design charettes;
Level of communication within team members;
Commitment level of team members;
Education to contractors
Team member’s experience in similar facilities, green buildings,
delivery systems;
Teams prior experience as a unit;
Owner’s representative’s capabilities;
Owner’s ability to define scope;
Owner’s ability to make decisions;
Evaluation of the level of compatibility by measuring
communication and chemistry amongst project team members.
Project’s complexity
Regulatory constraints
Design-Bid-Build;
Design-Build;
Construction Management at risk.
Negotiated v/s Competitive selection process;
Restrained pools of potential participant;
Sole source selection, best value source selection, competition,
negotiation, low bid, fixed budget/ best design, qualification
based selection.
Contractual terms for project team members
Green features part of whose contract;
Contractual relations between important team members;
Timing of contractual relations
Incentive/ penalty clauses within the contract;.
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Table 10: Selected dependent variables

Dependent Variables
(Performance Outcomes)
LEVELS OF GREEN
COST PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE

Description
LEED Achieved Points
Cost Control
Schedule Control

4.5 Arrangement of Data:
There are extensive variables to consider and arrange in the construction processes. These
complex processes include several stages and disciplines to achieve higher performance outcomes. It is

generally accepted that the performance of the project can be enhanced with a competent team
that can integrate early and is aligned with the right contract conditions. However, various ways
and process metrics are tracked and measured throughout the delivery process to seek the
indicators that can lead project performance to be more predictable. It’s commonly known that
project delivery information, including patterns of communicating, timing of involvement and
incentives to achieve project outcomes, frequently define the interaction of team members.
Greater effort during earlier phases of the delivery process are becoming crucial in achieving
sustainable goals, while maintaining strict control of cost and schedule. Based on two research
projects mentioned before, in-process variables under six categories have been selected regarding
integration characteristics of timing, disciplines and managerial interests (Figure).
OWNER
COMMITMENT

PROJECT
DELIVERY
METHOD

PROJECT TEAM
PROCUREMENT

PROJECT TEAM
CHARACTERISTIC

DESIGN PROCESS
CHARACTERISTIC

CONTRACT
CONDITIONS

Figure 25: Six categories of in-process metrics (Independent variables)

One of the challenges of arranging data based on a standard approach is varying data types and
scales. The collected data included all different types of data such as nominal, ordinal, interval,
and ratio (Table). Standardization is a process to produce an agreement that makes different
scales, rules and principles interpretable and comparable. In statistics, the traditional way to
perform standardization is using a Z-score. Let X be the original data, you can get standardized
data Z by the formula Z 

X 



. Here  is the mean of the data, and  is the standard

deviation of the data. After standardization, the new data will have mean 0 and variance 1. Here
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 and  are unknown, so we use the sample mean and square root of the sample variance to
estimate them. Hence, after applying standardization to all questions in data, we get uniform
scaling.
Table 11: Representation of four different types of data with examples

DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA IN THE SURVEY
– Nominal Scale: A scale that measures in terms of names or designations of
discrete units or categories (Leedy, 2005).
• Who initiate the idea of green?
• Mark the appropriate box for the contractual terms used for the designbuilder or contractor or design builder. (Use the definitions of
procurement methods below.)
– Ordinal Scale: A scale that measures in terms of such values as more or less,
larger or smaller; but without specifying the size of the intervals (Leedy, 2005).
• At what point during the design process was the notion of green building
introduced?
• Experience evaluations: Likert Scale 1-5
– Interval Scale: A scale that measures in terms of equal intervals or degrees of
difference but whose zero point, or beginning, is arbitrary established (Leedy,
2005).
• How many collaboration meetings held?
• Outcomes: LEED performances
– Ratio Scale: A scale that measures in terms of equal intervals and and absolute
zero point of origin (Leedy, 2005).
• To what extend were the construction documents (drawing and
performance specifications) completed at the time of envelope and
mechanical-electrical-plumbing (MEP) systems' construction? %

The quantification of nominal data for this study differs from the previous research referenced.
Previously, nominal categories were numbered regardless of value. However, another coding
rational has been applied to nominal categories. The answer of the question has been coded as
yes or no (1 or 0) rather than A, B, C, or D. For example, when we asked the question; “What
was the architectural contractual term?” If the answer is lump-sum, the coding has been applied
1; the others are coded as 0. The following table shows all the possible answer coding for this
question.
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Table 12: Contractual terms coding example

CS#

Contractual
Term

CT1:
LS

CT2:
GMP

1

Lump-Sum

1

0

0

0

2

GMP

0

1

0

0

3

Cost Plus Fee

0

0

1

0

4

Other

0

0

0

1

CT3:
CF

CT4

4.6 Conclusion:
There is a need for integration variable definition and guidelines based on specific and
cumulative performance outcomes. The goal of this study is to provide rigorously weighted inprocess indicators to track the level of green, cost, and schedule performance during the high
performance green building process. Selecting a representative data set with consistent tools was
essential to prepare the data for further analysis. This chapter presented the data collection and
arrangement of data selected through previous case studies to be able analyzes the impact of inprocess decisions on project performance outcomes.
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5

Data Analysis and Results
As explained in Chapter 4: Data Collection, the qualitative data collected through the

survey coded quantitatively for the data analysis preparation. This chapter contains details on the
quantitative analysis steps and presents the study results. Two primary data analysis techniques
were successfully used; and an additional direction for further analysis was recommended apart
from this endeavor. First, univariate analysis was performed (by the help of descriptive
statistics), second, the bivariate analysis approach was used to identify detailed correlation of the
data variation for each performance metric. A third method, multivariate analysis was not found
appropriate approach to due to factor analysis check. Descriptive statistics provided information
about the central tendency of the data in order to understand the distribution broadly.
Performance metrics used as dependent variables were analyzed by mean, median, and standard
deviation values to draw a general evaluation. Various performance levels were also observed by
selecting different delivery methods for high performance green buildings. The changing
performance levels were the results of decisions taken though the delivery process. This chapter
concludes with effective decisions and factors identified which impact the project performance
levels, and also recommends more case studies and further consideration of interdependencies
among process decisions which occur concurrently.

5.1 Data Sets
This research aimed to use quantitative methods to identify statistically correlated
integration variables based on level of green, cost, and schedule performance of construction
projects. The sample set included 51 green building projects compiled from two previous
research projects with similar data collection infrastructure. Owners, architects, and contractors
of every project were involved in the data collection process. The distribution of delivery
methods (i.e., construction management at risk, design-build, and design-bid-build) and LEEDTM
certification levels (i.e., from certified to platinum) were checked before data analysis to
eliminate sampling bias. Cost and schedule growth variables were also checked for normal
distribution. Level of green performance outcome was calculated through LEED TM points
achieved, percentage of the achieved points, doubling the total point of “Indoor Environmental
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Quality” and “Energy and Atmosphere” sections, and adding the percentages of these
sections(Table).

Table 13: Total green score calculation

Based on previous research, this study categorized in-process metrics under owner commitment,
design process attributes, project team characteristics, delivery method selection, procurement,
and contract conditions. In-process metrics were tracked quantitatively against project success
measures (i.e., level of green, cost, and schedule) to determine the significant variables to
establish integration in high performance green building project delivery. This study, filtered the
data through exploratory data analysis, based on the findings of previous research; approached
design integration differently than previous studies; developed rigorously measured lists of inprocess metrics which are statistically correlated with the project delivery performance
outcomes; and showed that integration consists of various metrics based on different
performance outcomes. Cost and schedule performance outcomes were tracked by growth
values. Minitab 16 was used to perform univariate and bivariate analysis for this study.

5.2 Univariate Analysis
Univariate Analysis mainly consists of a descriptive statistics approach to evaluate on the
central tendency of data. It consists of techniques to describe data to capture the essence of the
information. Calculating mean, median, mode, and standard deviation are the most common
values to draw the central tendency of a sample. Mean is the average of the data set; median is
the middle value of the ordered data set; mode is the value that occurs most frequency; and the
standard deviation is a measure of distance from the mean in the distribution. While mean of the
data gives the first idea of data; median is a more reliable measure which is less affected by
extreme measurements. In addition to these useful values; graphs, plots, and diagrams are helpful
to visualize the tendency and distribution of the data set. Box plots were used as a tool for
understanding central location, variability, and skewness of the distribution.
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Descriptive Statistics: TOTAL GREEN
Variable N N* Mean SE Mean StDev Minimum Q1 Median Q3
TOTAL GREEN 51 0 0.000 0.140 1.000 -1.635 -0.769 -0.078 0.667
Variable Maximum
TOTAL GREEN 2.203

Descriptive Statistics: COST GROWTH
Variable N N* Mean SE Mean StDev Minimum Q1 Median Q3
COST GROWTH 40 11 0.000 0.158 1.000 -1.892 -0.772 -0.088 0.509
Variable Maximum
COST GROWTH 2.787

Descriptive Statistics: SCHEDULE GROWTH
Variable
N N* Mean SE Mean StDev Minimum Q1 Median Q3
SCHEDULE GROWTH 41 10 0.000 0.156 1.000 -2.418 -0.392 -0.178 0.280
Variable
Maximum
SCHEDULE GROWTH 4.638

The descriptive statistics, shown above, were calculated after standardization. Standization is
process to adjust different scales, rules, and principles to make the data interpretable and
comparable. After standardization, the new data will have a mean “0.000” and standard deviation
“1.000” which means all data will be transcribed on a uniform scale. Box plots, shown below,
are the visualization of the performance outcomes. While the middle line represents “median”;
upper and lower lines show the upper and lower quartiles. Minimum and maximum values are
located at the very of the vertical lines. If there is a star on plot, it shows an outlier in the data.
Boxplot of TOTAL GREEN

5.2.1.1
2
5.2.1.2
1

TOTAL GREEN

5.2.1.3
0

-1

5.3 -2 Bivariate Analysis
Figure 26: Standardized total green score
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Through bivariate analysis two different variables are studied to describe the trend and
relationship between them. First, the trend of level of green, cost and schedule growth were
analyzed based on different delivery method selection mainly in figures below.

Boxplot of TOTAL GREEN
2

1
TOTAL GREEN

Standardization

0

-1

-2
CMR

DB
Project Delivery Method

DBB

Figure 27: Standardization of total green score based on delivery method

As seen in graphs above, standardization process didn’t change the distribution of the data. This
process helped us to pull the data at same scale. Briefly, data is showing that, it’s possible to
deliver high performance green buildings with three methods; such as construction management
at risk, design-build, and design-bid-build. However, it’s also showing that if you are targeting
higher green point, design-build tends to deliver higher green levels.

Boxplot of COST GROWTH
3

COST GROWTH

2

1

0

-1

-2
CMR

DB
Project Delivery Method

DBB

Figure 28: Cost growth trend based on delivery method

Variable N N* Mean SE Mean StDev Minimum Q1 Median Q3
COST GROWTH 40 11 4.775 0.979 6.189 -6.936 0.000 4.231 7.923
Variable Maximum
COST GROWTH 22.024
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Figure 29: Schedule growth trend based on delivery method

Variable
N N* Mean SE Mean StDev Minimum Q1 Median Q3
SCHEDULE GROWTH 41 10 3.28 2.88 18.47 -41.36 -3.95 0.00 8.46
Variable
Maximum
SCHEDULE GROWTH 88.93

Actual and standardized cost and schedule growth graphs are shown above. Data is showing that
the mean of cost and schedule growth of high performance green buildings is over zero. Cost
growth of 40 case study projects are almost 5%, and schedule growth of 41 case study projects
are almost 3.5%. We can say that more integrative delivery methods as design-build yields to
provide lower cost growth.
After the trends were identified, the normality was again checked to ensure reliability of
population representation. If there is no serious violation, the data is safe to draw the relationship
between in-process decision variables and performance outcome at a 95% confidence interval as
below. For example, according to this evaluation, design-build projects yield lower level of cost
and schedule growth which supports the previous research done at Penn State (El-Wardini,
2006). However, the concentration of this study is to define in-process metrics that impacthigh
performance green delivery process successful. Tracking and ranking these metrics with their
weightings is the goal of this study. Correlation Matrix approach was selected to find significant
in-process metrics to enable this process more integrative.
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Figure 30: Green score normality checking for reliability of population representation
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Figure 31: Cost score normality checking for reliability of population representation
Probability Plot of SCHEDULE GROWTH
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Figure 32: Schedule score normality checking for reliability of population representation
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5.4 Bivariate Analysis: Correlation Matrix
This study, filtered the data through exploratory data analysis based on the findings of
previous research; approached design integration differently than previous studies; developed
rigorously measured lists of in-process metrics which are statistically correlated with the project
delivery performance outcomes; and showed that integration consists of various metrics based on
different performance outcomes. The procedure followed to analyze the data is outlined below:

Figure 33: Data analysis procedure steps

5.5 Multivariate Analysis
The multivariate analysis consists of developing a model to describe the relationship of
all in-process metrics and performance outcome at a time. Factor analysis is required for
multivariate analysis to test the number of case studies needed. The subject-to-variable ratio is
needed no lower than 5; which means case study to independent variable ratio should be more
than 5. For example, if we have 51 case studies, the number of in-process metrics should be 10
or less. However, we have over 100 independent variables to track the impact on performance
outcomes. That’s why, this research aimed to infer statistically measured related independent
variables and their importance factors. For future studies, these in-process metrics should be
defined more and case study number should be increased by considering factor analysis.
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5.6 Results
As stated in data procedures, correlation analysis was performed in Minitab 16 and
coefficients which are indicating the importance weightings were categorized based on
performance outputs. The reliability of correlation coefficients was checked by P-values. The Pvalue is used in statistical testing to show the probability of obtaining a test statistic at least as
extreme as the one that was actually observed, assuming that the null hypothesis is true. The null
hypothesis is accepted as 0.10 for this study. So, the confidence interval evaluated based on 90%
probability of the correlation between process indicators and performance outcomes. According
to correlation matrix created by Minitab 16, the analysis was performed as the example below.
While we were looking at the correlation between choosing “Design-Build” as a delivery method
in the process and having the calculated “Total Green” performance output; we checked the
correlation coefficient and P-value. Since the P-value is 0.069, the confidence interval has been
accepted as 93.1% for this analysis. As a consequence, we can say that choosing Design-Build as
a delivery method is correlated with a weighting of 0.26 at the 93.1% confidence interval.
DB
TOTAL GREEN

0.257

Correlation Coefficient

0.069

P-value

Another example, the correlation between starting “Energy Simulations” at different phases and
calculated “Total Green” performance has been analyzed. The trend of the correlation
coefficients is decreasing as the project progresses. When there is more opportunity to impact the
green performance of design at conceptual and schematics phases; the opportunities are
decreasing at design development phase at various confidence intervals.

PTCID6:CONCEPT PTCID6:SCHEMATIC PTCID6:DESIGN DEV
TOTAL GREEN

0.323
0.072

0.249
0.170

-0.421
0.017

93%

83%

98%
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Correlation Analysis for Starting Energy Simulation
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Figure 34: Correlation analysis for phased decisions

The holistic bar chart has been created to visualize the all process indicators with correlation
coefficients based on performance outcomes. Even though there are common process indicators
for different performance outcomes, coefficients are changing regarding the importance factor
for that specific factor. Further analysis results will be explained in subsequent sections as
categorized results as level of green, cost, and schedule performances.
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Figure 35: Process metric representation with weightings based on green, cost, and schedule outcomes

5.6.1 Results for Green
This section will be explaining the correlated process metrics regarding the calculated
total green performances of projects. The analysis has been completed with evaluating
correlation matrices explained at previous sections. The first and foremost effective process
metric to improve the level of green performance of project is architect’s experience with
high performance green buildings. Architect’s responsibilities are crucial for improving the
green performance due to leading role of design charrettes and creating a collaborative
environment experience different that traditional design process in which the level of green
performance have been simulated. Secondly, tracking the performance with quantitative tools
is providing tangible goals for team to achieve the targeted green performance. BTU/ft 2,
LEEDTM checklist, and BIM simulation results can be considered as quantitative tools.
Another important factor is having lighting and energy simulation at the earlier phases of the
design phases.
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Figure 36: Process metrics for green performance outcome

5.6.2 Results for Cost Control
This section will be explaining the correlated process indicators regarding the cost
performances of projects.The first and foremost significant process metric to improve the cost
performance of project is owner’s experience with high performance green buildings, similar
facilities, and delivery method. Owner’s responsibilities are crucial for improving the cost
performance due to leading role on defining scope needs and cost limits. Decision taking ability
of owner improves with experience. Hence, owner participation and control the cost
performance. Eventually, defining goals and scope clearly at the initiation of the project has
impact on cost control. Additionally, introducing green idea at the conceptual phase has impact
on cost control rather than trying to coordinate in later phases as construction documentation.
And naturally, schedule control affect cost control.
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Figure 37: Process metrics for cost performance outcome

5.6.3 Results for Schedule Control
From the schedule control point of view; contractor’s contribution and experience is
becoming more important at the first rank. Then, owner’s/representative scope definition in
earlier phases are significantly important not to cause a scope creep during the project.
Additionally, contractor’s education is essential to impact schedule control.

Figure 38: Process metrics for schedule performance outcome

5.6.4 Analysis for Holistic Success Variables
Even though we analyzed and categorized the process metric based on performance
priories for team’s needs, we also identified the commonalities of these priority lists. These
lists can be used as guidelines for project teams’ priorities as well as to define the focus of
contracts. However, it’s possible to analyze commonalties of process metrics for each
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performance outcome. It’s feasible to look for common metrics due to interdependencies of
decisions though the delivery process of high performance green projects. Common process
metrics were shown as bold in table below:
Table 14: Commonalities of green, cost, and schedule performance outcomes

5.7 Summary:
This chapter represented the data analysis procedures and results step by step. Even
though, univariate and bivariate analysis were found appropriate for this data type and quantity.
Also, multivariate analysis needs more requirements to complete analysis for future studies.
Certain portion of the results was presented at this section, you can check for further results in
Appendix. Results are useful for further researches to focus on identified process metrics and
providing guidelines for teams and contracts in industry.
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6

Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Summary
This research aimed to use quantitative methods to select statistically correlated
integration variables based on level of green, cost, and schedule performance of the project. The
sample set included 51 green building projects compiled from two previous research projects
with similar data collection infrastructure. Owners, architects, and contractors of every project
were involved in the data collection process. The distribution of delivery methods (i.e.,
construction management at risk, design-build, and design-bid-build) and LEEDTM certification
levels (i.e., from certified to platinum) were checked before data analysis to eliminate sampling
bias. Cost and schedule growth variables were also checked for normal distribution.
Most integrative delivery processes have common attributes to increase the information flow
through the design. Based on previous research, this study categorized these in-process metrics
under owner commitment, design process attributes, project team characteristics, delivery
method selection, procurement, and contract conditions. In-process metrics were tracked
quantitatively against project success measures (i.e., level of green, cost, and schedule) to
determine the significant variables to establish integration in high performance green building
project delivery. This study, filtered the data through exploratory data analysis based on the
findings of previous research; approached design integration differently than previous studies;
developed rigorously measured lists of in-process metrics which are statistically correlated with
the project delivery performance outcomes; and showed that integration consists of various
metrics based on different performance outcomes.
The study yields to statistically significant corresponding weightings from 18 to 20 in-process
metrics to predict project performance in each category. According to this evaluation, the most
important delivery factors are choosing design-build delivery, setting an owner-initiated vision
statement that includes sustainable goals, having all relevant parties in design charrettes, running
energy and lighting simulations starting from conceptual phase and not later than schematics
phase, owner’s capabilities on scope definition and decision making, selecting a contractor from
a restrained pool, and contractor’s involvement on design development stage or earlier. These
decisions are common factors that were found to impact all performance outcomes. Extracting
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these in-process metrics will highlight the important decisions and specific strategies need to be
taken (e.g., who will be involved, when and how the involvement will occur) during the high
performance green building delivery. Focusing on these indicators will shed more light into the
integrative delivery process and decrease uncertainties of decision making process.

6.2 Conclusions
This study concluded these outcomes based on the results of analysis under the light of
research goal and objectives. The conclusions are summarized below:


It’s possible to quantify and measure the decision variables relatively, which impact High
Performance Green Building (HPGB) performance throughout the process.



In-process indicators are identified for green, cost, and schedule priorities and holistic
success outcome.



In-process indicators have various magnitudes and rankings for different performance
outcomes.



Data supports previous studies about integration and design-build projects in the scope of
bringing the team early in the process for critical information.





There are similar process indicators effective on different performance outcomes.


Owner’s Vision Statement



Owner- Architect- Contractor Experience



Owner’s Scope Definition and Decision Making Capabilities



LEED Contract Held by Owner



Contractor’s Involvement in Design



Contractor’s Restrained Pool Selection



Having Energy and Lighting Simulations Early in Design



All-Party Participation in Design Charrette



Having Design-Build Delivery Method

Interdependencies are identified in between process indicators on certain success outcome.
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6.3 Contributions


Identification of statistical correlated process indicators (Process Map in Appendix)


Architect's High Performance Green Experience



Lighting Simulation at Schematics



Quantitative Tools



Architect's Qualification Based Selection



Owner's Vision Statement



Mechanical/Electrical Contract held by Owner



LEED Contract held by Owner



Energy Simulation at Conceptual



Contractors Early Involvement in design



Contractors Early Involvement in design



Design-Build



Energy Simulation at Schematics



Green Lead Coordinator



Min 3 Collaboration Sessions



All-party participation in Design Charrette



Introducing Green Idea at Conceptual



Owner's experience with Similar

Facility,

Delivery Method,

High

Performance Green


Schedule Control



Owner's Decision Making



Contractor's restrained pool selection



Contracting with contractor at Conceptual



Contractor's experience with High Performance Green



Team Communication



Sub-Contractor Education
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Verified relationship between certain process indicators and different performance outcomes
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Figure 39: Process metric representation with weightings based on green, cost, and schedule outcomes

6.4 Limitations
We grouped the limitation into three categories based on methodology, data collection,
and analysis.


Methodology:


All data collected after the buildings were built from the different viewers of process.
Various source of information impact the generalization of the data.



Data Collection:


Even though the Pankow Project Survey derived from Korkmaz’s Thesis; the order of
questions, explanation of questions, and the source of information varies in addition to
researchers’ bias.
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The two research projects have been completed at different years as 2007 and 2009. The
green building industry is rapid changing with new methods and experiences. Since the
data collected in different years, the experience environment might be at different
experiences and used different versions of LEED.



Data Analysis:


Even though a verified survey was used in both projects, the verified process indicators
have been measured in that limited pool of questions. There might be other correlated
process indicators effective on related performance outcome that we didn’t consider.
These conditions don’t let us to perform multivariate analysis without having all related
process indicators in consideration.



More case studies are needed for more reliable and valid process indicators with lower Pvalues.

6.5 Future Research
Future HPG building project delivery should accept the lessons learned from this research
in regards to significant process decisions.


In addition to verified list of process indicators, more decision variables are needed to be
tracked for a complete multivariate analysis.



Future surveys can be designed by focusing on identified process indicators to make them
clearer in the analysis.



Interdependencies are proved; this correlated analysis should be mapped out with Statistical
Equation Modeling with more process indicators and more case studies for reliable results.



This quantitative analysis should be supported with qualitative analysis. Future research will
be focusing on in-depth analysis of certain case studies. These identified process metrics will
be the focal point of process tracking which will help to design a decision support system for
HPGBs.
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